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The swimming pool at RACV Torquay.
Flinders House embraces Bass Strait.
Expressive form in Corten steel and
stone at RACV Cape Schanck Resort.
Towers Road House with its
Christo-inspired wall and roadside
landscaping. Ocean Grove Surf Live
Saving Club was informed by eroded
sandstone rocks.

MYSTERY ROAD

Wood Marsh Architecture’s sinuous structures settle naturally in the
landscape, reflecting the enigmatic path of revealing a space by degrees.

Wood Marsh Architecture founding
partners Randal Marsh (left) and Roger
Wood on site at the Towers Road House.
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“W E DON’ T H AV E A PA N DEM IC every century and it
would be wise to learn from it,” says Roger Wood, who is
founding principal of longstanding Victorian practice Wood
Marsh Architecture with partner Randal Marsh. Wood is in a
reflective mood about the past year. “I realised that going to the
office at 8.30am and leaving at 6.30pm was some kind of
Dickensian obligation on my behalf. I think we now work smarter
and are more flexible,” he says. This shift is balanced with the
knowledge that architecture is a craft-based discipline and the
need remains to nurture and mentor recent graduate students
coming into the practice.
While renowned for their singular houses, Wood Marsh
have always played a major role in delivering cultural, civic and
community-based projects that have shaped both the city of
Melbourne and regional Victoria alike. ACCA, the landmark
Australian Centre for Contemporary Art (1998), is a faceted
structure in Corten steel which is as much sculptural object as
building. It is urban, gutsy and raw, referencing the warehouses
and foundries of the original site while clearly communicating
that it is a place of experimentation and a laboratory for ideas.
As with the Gottlieb House (1990) before it, a mute concrete
edifice that some neighbours thought to be a squash court in
the making, ACCA embodies several of the enduring tropes of
Wood Marsh that play out in a variety of innovative ways over
their nearly 40 years of working together.
With an ongoing interest in contemporary art as a motivator,
sculptural form takes precedence often in a singular material
that is designed to weather: Randal Marsh briefed the textured
external render of the Flinders House to take on the colour of
cooked porridge. “The pockmarked surface will gain patina
with age and increase the sense of chiaroscuro as lichen settles
to the south and it lightens to the north,” explains Wood.
The form often sets up intrigue with the entrance obscured,
or reading as a minimal presence, with few or no windows to
the street. It is building as enigma. A recent example is Towers
Road House (2019) which references Christo and JeanneClaude’s Running Fence (1976), an approximately 39km
installation of nylon panels draped between steel poles –
sweeping over the countryside of Sonoma and Marin Counties
in California. The idea of taking conceptual art into the built
form in the Melbourne suburb of Toorak confidently sets up
a dynamic between private and public space.
Austere perimeters often belie the life of a house as they
open to unexpected vistas: a glazed northern facade frames a

lush garden with a massive plane tree in the Towers Road
House, the wide water expanse of Bass Strait is embraced at the
Flinders House (2012) and the theatre of a double-height
atrium, of public rather than private dimensions, is experienced
at the Gottlieb House. Aiming to engage the senses, Wood
Marsh have adopted the Japanese sensibility that all is not
revealed at once but rather as you move through a space new
perspectives unfold, materials layer and forms coalesce.
Of the Flinders House, Wood notes, “We wanted it to seem
as if it had been here for many years and the earth had simply
eroded away and exposed its form, rather than being a new
addition to the landscape.” This concept of erosion and
revelation again finds expression in the Ocean Grove Surf Life
Saving Club (2020), a timber control tower and low-lying
horizontal clubhouse. Wood is a surfer and knows the area well
and it was the windblown rocky sandstone outcrops that inform
the design of the tower.
While sculpture, art and nature are important conceptually
the practice is grounded in the practical needs of any project –
both functionally and commercially. “We ask what does it need
to do and develop our concept from there,” says Marsh. To that
end the vehicular access to the beach and storage of emergency
equipment, to have a first-aid area and to be able to efficiently
coordinate police rescue efforts were all front of mind. “The
new building has reinvigorated the club with an enormous rise
in membership, particularly among the young. The impact of
the architecture on the community and the business is very
gratifying,” says Wood.
A competition win for the RACV at Cape Schanck Resort
redevelopment (2019) again took note of the site, settling the
building in a saddle of land to minimise the perception of scale
which is further mitigated by burying the level for the spa and
swimming pool underground.
“It’s an exploration both in landscape and architecture and
the Corten steel and the stone have maritime references to
rusted nails in piers and stone jetties of the area,” says Wood.
Notably, it adds amenity to an area which had little and
hence there were minimal objections to the proposal. “People
can arrive on a Friday night, put the car in the garage and walk
across to a place with excellent food and then use the day spa
over the weekend. That seemed a more attractive option than
objecting,” says Wood. woodmarsh.com.au

